EVENT’S REPORT

Report on Seminar

2017-18

In the year 2018, five seminars were organized by Dr. B. C. Roy College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences, Durgapur. In the first seminar, dated 7th April 2018, Mr. Bhuban Ganguly and Mr. Arkajeet Pal of Cipla Pharmaceutical, Sikkim presented the topic ‘cGMP and current practices in pharmaceutical industry’. Total 144 participants were present in the seminar. On 11th April 2018, Dr. Anjan Adhikari (Assistant Professor, R. G. Kar Medical College and Hospital, Kolkata) spoke on the topic ‘Pharmacovigilance’. 122 participants attended this seminar. The third seminar was organized on 12th April 2018 in which Dr. G. P. Srivastava of Albert David Limited, Kolkata, spoke on the topic ‘Regulatory environment in India’. The total number of participants in this seminar was 142. The fourth seminar of 2018 was organized on 13th April 2018 and in this seminar, Mr. Debabrata Ghosh (Former Assistant Director of Drug Control, Kolkata) delivered a lecture on the topic ‘Interactive session on quality control and quality assurance’. Total 127 participants were present. All these seminars were organized at A. P. C. Auditorium of Dr. B. C. Roy College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences, Durgapur.
Report on Entrepreneurship

Intra-College Entrepreneur’s Meet “The Novateur” 2017

BCRCP family was enthralled with “Novateur 2016” and thus the college authorities and our students cheered for the event “NOVATEUR 2K17”.

The programme was organized in the same manner and the exhibition was put up with various ideas and handcrafts, model presentation, art & design, games stalls etc. were put up with their innovative business plans.

All the dignitaries, faculty members and students were asked to assemble in BCRCP open ground by 10 A.M. Student leaders namely; Tania Sadhu and Sujit Nayek were made volunteers to inaugurate the programme.

Dr. Subrata Chakraborty, Director, BCRCP and Dr. Subhabrata Ray, Principal, BCRCP assembled into the stage for inauguration. Our senior faculty members and dignitaries collaborated for the lamp lighting session. Dr. Indrani Bhattacharyya also contributed in the session.

After the lamp lighting session and the welcome song, Our E-cell Incharge, Dr. Subhro Prakash Bhattacharyya declared the stall open at 11 A.M. Innovative ideas were put together in our annual exhibition. All the stalls were given a stall number accordingly. Our students arranged the areas according to the number. The exhibition was grand where our students showcased their talents by selling food items, handicrafts, model presentations, art and design and even gaming zones were arranged. All the participants had already enrolled their names in a group of maximum four Healthy eatables were provided in food stalls like ‘MAGIC MOMOS’ selling momo in just Rs.20 (5pc. per plate). Chicken pakoras with
chutney also became a source of attraction. All these were hand-made by the participants and sold with great ease.

Students sold Fuchka in unique fusion combos like plain fuchka, meetha fusion and green fusion fuchkas which attracted girls mostly in their stalls.

Handicrafts design was another stock of interest for craft lovers and creative humans. Various hand-made decorative items made with simple art-paper and colored pencils and chart papers. Self designed pen stand, jewellery box, baskets, vase, pencil box were displayed in the stall for sale.
Creativity in nail art using various nail polish shades were done in the stall itself. Participants showed their creativity into these self innovative stalls.
E-week celebration 2018

E-Cell BCRCP, organized E-week celebration in the presence of Our Director Sir, Dr. Subhrata Chakraborty, Principal Sir, Dr. Subhabrata Ray, Senior Faculty, Dr. Anjan De, Our E-cell Faculty Leader 1, Dr. Indrani Bhattacharyya and our Faculty members. The students of 3rd Year and final year were the active participants in this E-week celebration.

The session began with the oath taking ceremony of taking Entrepreneurship to greater heights. The Entrepreneur's Pledge is a commitment by sustainable-thinking entrepreneurs to dedicate their entrepreneurial gift to found at least one business that will have a positive impact on environmental and social challenges and re-invest 50% of the profits to further its cause.

After the pledge taking session, Dr. Subhabrata Ray, Principal BCRCP introduced the importance of E-cell BCRCP and its emergence. Few glimpses of fast events of E-cell BCRCP were presented with various snapshots.
Our scheduled programme continued with a competition where four groups were formed. The participants had their own company name and all the audience was motivated to buy their product.

Team 1: Zinataman Sarkar and team

Team 2: Arpita Mishra and team

Team 3: Ramandeep Kaur

Team 4: Sourav Roy
“Great things in business are never done by one person. They’re done by a team of people.”

- Steve Jobs